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Ukraine trade rep seeks to turn cooperation potential with China into practical
results
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"Our task is to turn the opportunities and the potential, which are being widely discussed
now, into concrete practical projects," said Natalia Mykolska [pictured], deputy minister of
economic development and trade of Ukraine. 

From Xinhua as published in China Daily, Dec 3, 2017   KYIV - Ukraine wants to join efforts with
China to translate their cooperation potential into practical results, a senior Ukrainian official told
Xinhua in a recent exclusive interview.   "Our task is to turn the opportunities and the potential, which
are being widely discussed now, into concrete practical projects," said Natalia Mykolska, deputy
minister of economic development and trade of Ukraine.   Ukraine attaches a great importance to its
long-term economic cooperation with China, Mykolska said, adding that the two countries have all
opportunities for pushing the partnership forward given the complementary advantages of each
other&rsquo;s economies.   "For us, China is a strategic partner in the economic sphere and trade.
Ukraine and China can effectively work together on foreign markets. Ukraine can become China's
gateway to the European Union (EU), and China for us -- a strategically very important market and a
source of investment," Mykolska emphasized.   Mykolska, who headed a Ukrainian delegation to the
meeting of the Chinese-Ukrainian Subcommittee on Trade and Economic Cooperation in Beijing last
month, highlighted that the two countries have developed a roadmap to carry forward the economic
partnership.   "We have defined a string of very important areas on which Ukraine and China will
focus next year. The agriculture sphere, including food and drinks, is among these priority areas."
Mykolska said, noting that Ukraine is interested to produce power engineering equipment and
electrical appliances jointly with China.   Another important sector Mykolska cares within the
partnership is machine-building. "We could produce machine-building products in Ukraine, using the
know-how of both -- China and Ukraine," she explained.   [&hellip;] 
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